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UBS Asset Management has been 
managing assets on behalf of Local 
Government Pension Schemes (LGPS) 
since the 1950's and is currently one of 
the largest managers of local authority 
pension funds in the UK.1 We currently 
have 29 LGPS clients, including 4 LGPS 
Pools, with a total AUM of GBP 26 
billion.2 Our long heritage of LGPS 
partnerships leads to a trusted and deep 
understanding of the unique nature and 
requirements of LGPS clients. 

We offer our LGPS clients a wide range of investment 

products and services in different asset classes, in the form of 

segregated, pooled or advisory mandates, as well as registered 

investment funds in various jurisdictions. Our traditional and 

alternatives capabilities include indexed and alternative beta 
strategies, including exchange-traded funds (ETFs), active 

equities and fixed income, hedge funds (single and multi-

manager), private markets including real estate. Sustainability 
has been a key commitment for us since 1954; as an asset 

manager we offer a broad range of sustainable investment 

strategies across asset classes.  
 

This strong heritage combined with our continuing active 

participation in hosting and attending seminars, training and 
events, underlines our long-term commitment to the LGPS 

sector. 
 

 
Index, Alternatives and Sustainability remain at the core 
of our offerings 
 
Index 

UBS Asset Management has a long history of managing 

indexed and rules-driven strategies across asset classes and is 
an established provider of indexed solutions for LGPS. We 

have a flexible investment platform enabling us to create 

bespoke solutions to meet clients' objectives as well as offer 
standard solutions in ETFs, pooled investment funds and 

segregated mandates. We utilize physical and synthetic 

replication, as well as sampling methodologies to replicate 
benchmarks ranging from mainstream regional and global 

indices to highly customized solutions, all supported 

by innovative proprietary technology. 

 
Alternatives 

Investing in private markets since 1943, we actively manage 
investments globally and regionally within Asia Pacific, Europe 

and the US. Our capabilities reach across the risk / return 

spectrum, ranging from core to value-add and opportunistic 
strategies. We offer direct real estate, infrastructure equity 

and debt, and food & agriculture investments as well as 

indirect exposure to leading real estate, infrastructure, private 
equity and private credit managers, including in specialist 

niche strategies. We have a diverse product range across open 

and closed-ended private funds, investment trusts, listed 
funds, REITs and bespoke separately managed accounts. 

 

Sustainability 

Sustainable and impact investing remains a key area, as clients 

increasingly seek solutions that combine their investment 
goals with sustainability objectives. We are continuing the 

expansion of our capabilities through: product and service 

innovation; dedicated research; integrating environmental, 
social and governance risk factors into our investment 

processes by leveraging our proprietary analytics; and active 

corporate engagement. 
 

We will continue to endeavour to mitigate the risks and seize 

the opportunities presented by the transition to a low-carbon 
economy – for our clients, for our firm, and for our wider 

stakeholders. As we do so, we will continue to advance our 

own efforts towards the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs), recognizing that we, like our clients, have much to 

learn as we move forward. And, as the market evolves, we will 

continue to share our best practices with any and all, as we 
move forward on this journey together. 
 
  

1 Based on AUM of GBP 26 Billion from total UK LGPS pool of GBP 364 Billion. Source: 

Local Government Pension Scheme (England and Wales): Next steps on investments 

2 Source: UBS Asset Management. As at 31 December 2023 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/local-government-pension-scheme-england-and-wales-next-steps-on-investments/local-government-pension-scheme-england-and-wales-next-steps-on-investments
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Meet the team

We build long-lasting relationships with a range of LGPS 

clients through meaningful dialogue and genuine 

understanding of their needs, delivering customised solutions 

that adapt to address both their specific investment 

requirements and the changing market, funding and risk  
 

environment. Our dedicated team is committed to bringing 

you the ideas, understanding and clarity to guide your choices, 

so you can deliver on your investment priorities and your 

values, without compromise
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Glossary 

– Index strategy – a passive investment strategy that seeks to 

replicate the returns of a benchmark index. 

– Alternative Beta strategy- an investment strategy that uses 
alternative index construction rules typically focusing on 

investment factors. Usually managed passively. 

– Rules-based strategy – an investment strategy that follows 
distinct rules typically determined by an investment model 

in order to implement an investment strategy. 

– Physical Replication – where a strategy tracks its benchmark 
index by holding all of the underlying securities that make 

up the index. 

– Synthetic Replication – instead of owning all of the 
underlying securities in a benchmark index performance 

will be delivered using certain financial derivatives 

instruments. 
– Sampling – a passive index investment method where a 

strategy holds a sample (or subset) of all of the underlying 

securities that make up the benchmark index.

 
 

– Core – real estate investments that are high quality, lower 

risk assets that typically offer stable and consistent cash 

flows. 
– Value add – real estate investments typically target 

properties that have in-place cash flow, but seek to 

increase that cash flow over time by making improvements 
to or repositioning the property. This could include making 

physical improvements to the asset that will allow it to 

command higher rents, increasing efforts to lease vacant 
space at the property to quality tenants, or improving the 

management of the property and thereby increasing 

customer satisfaction or lowering operating expenses 
where possible. 

– Opportunistic - Real estate investments follow the value 

add approach but take it a step further on the risk 
spectrum. Opportunistic properties tend to need significant 

rehabilitation in order to realise their potential.  

– REIT – Real Estate Investment Trust 
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Before investing in a product please read the latest prospectus and key information document carefully and thoroughly. 

Any decision to invest should take into account all the characteristics or objectives of the fund as described in its prospectus, or similar legal documentation. Investors 

are acquiring units or shares in a fund, and not in a given underlying asset such as building or shares of a company. The information and opinions contained in this 

document have been compiled or arrived at based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but is not guaranteed as being 

accurate, nor is it a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the document. Members of the UBS Group may have a 

position in and may make a purchase and / or sale of any of the securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this document. Units of UBS funds mentioned 

herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors and may not be offered, sold or delivered in the United States. The 

information mentioned herein is not intended to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. Past 

performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The calculated performance takes all costs on the fund level into consideration (ongoing costs). The entry and 

exit costs, which would have a negative impact on the performance, are not taken into consideration. If whole or part of the total costs to be paid is different from 

your reference currency, the costs may increase or decrease as a result of currency and exchange rate fluctuations. 

Commissions and costs have a negative impact on the investment and on the expected returns. If the currency of a financial product or financial service is different 

from your reference currency, the return can increase or decrease as a result of currency and exchange rate fluctuations. This information pays no regard to the 

specific or future investment objectives, financial or tax situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. Future performance is subject to taxation which 

depends on the personal situation of each investor and which may change in the future. The details and opinions contained in this document are provided by UBS 

without any guarantee or warranty and are for the recipient's personal use and information purposes only. This document may not be reproduced, redistributed or 

republished for any purpose without the written permission of UBS Asset Management Switzerland AG or a local affiliated company. Source for all data and charts 

(if not indicated otherwise): UBS Asset Management 

 

This document contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements”, including, but not limited to, statements relating to our future business 

development. While these forward-looking statements represent our judgments and future expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of 

risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and results to differ materially from our expectations. 

 

A summary of investor rights in English can be found online at: ubs.com/funds. 

More explanations of financial terms can be found at ubs.com/glossary 

 

© UBS 2024. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved. 


